Efficient genetic value prediction using incomplete omics data.
Covering a subset of individuals with a quantitative predictor, while imputing records for all others using pedigree or genomic data, could improve the precision of predictions while controlling for costs. Predicting genetic values with high accuracy is pivotal for effective candidate selection in animal and plant breeding. Novel 'omics'-based predictors have been shown to improve upon established genome-based predictions of important complex traits but require laborious and expensive assays. As a consequence, there are various datasets with full genetic marker coverage of all studied individuals but incomplete coverage with other 'omics' data. In animal breeding, single-step prediction was introduced to efficiently combine pedigree information, collected on a large number of animals, with genomic information, collected on a smaller subset of animals, for breeding value estimation without bias. Using two maize datasets of inbred lines and hybrids, we show that the single-step framework facilitates imputing transcriptomic data, boosting forecasts when their predictive ability exceeds that of pedigree or genomic data. Our results suggest that covering only a subset of inbred lines with 'omics' predictors and imputing all others using pedigree or genomic data could enable breeders to improve trait predictions while keeping costs under control. Employing 'omics' predictors could particularly improve candidate selection in hybrid breeding because the success of forecasts is a strongly convex function of predictive ability.